Three-Dimensional Morphological and Chemical Evolution of Nanoporous Stainless Steel by Liquid Metal Dealloying
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ABSTRACT: Nanoporous materials, especially those fabricated by liquid metal dealloying processes, possess great potential in a wide range of applications due to their high surface area, bicontinuous structure with both open pores for transport and solid phase for conductivity or support, and low material cost. Here, we used X-ray nanotomography and X-ray fluorescence microscopy to reveal the three-dimensional (3D) morphology and elemental distribution within materials. Focusing on nanoporous stainless steel, we evaluated the 3D morphology of the dealloying front and established a quantitative processing—structure—property relationship at a later stage of dealloying. The morphological differences of samples created by liquid metal dealloying and aqueous dealloying methods were also discussed. We concluded that it is particularly important to consider the dealloying, coarsening, and densification mechanisms in influencing the performance-determining, critical 3D parameters, such as tortuosity, pore size, porosity, curvature, and interfacial shape.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nano-/mesoporous metals fabricated by different methods, including chemical dealloying, electrochemical dealloying, template methods, and additive manufacturing, have received great attentions. Although additive manufacturing and template methods offer a range of processes to fabricate different metal architectures for medical and optical industries, dealloying remains as an attractive method to fabricate bicontinuous open porous structures. The self-organizing process in dealloying is particularly attractive for fabricating fine structures at nano-/mesoscales. The resulting porous metals exhibit a tunable feature size, retention of precursor microstructure, and a bicontinuous structure, which provides not only the open pores for materials transport but also a solid phase for self-support or electron/thermal conduction. Thus, a range of diverse applications as functional materials have been invented on the basis of dealloyed nano-/mesoporous metals and alloys for catalysts, fuel cells, radiation damage-resistant materials, nanocomposites, sensors, actuators, and electrodes in energy storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors.

Conventionally, dealloying is carried out by leaching in aqueous solutions (acid or base), which yields a range of materials with novel applications. Instead of an acid or base solution, a metal can be used as a dealloying agent to introduce dealloying and phase separation. This concept was studied in a pioneer work by Harrison et al., however, only until very recently, the method has been further explored as a novel method to fabricate nanoporous materials or nanocomposites. This provides an alternative route to fabricate an even wider range of bicontinuous porous materials, such as nanoporous titanium, steel, and silicon, for a range of applications. Liquid metal dealloying involves introducing a metal to a precursor alloy to cause dealloying, leading to a bicontinuous structure due to the right combination of mix enthalpy. One of the phases can then be removed by the bicontinuous composite, resulting in a nanoporous structure.

Nanoporous stainless steel (np-ss) fabricated by this method is particularly promising, with great industrial applications and socioeconomic impact. For instance, for energy conversion devices, the metallic nanoporous structure can potentially provide an alternative to the carbon-based materials that serve as the gas diffusion layer in proton exchange membrane fuel cells, to provide a better structural support. In addition,
the open-pore and high-surface-area properties can make the materials suitable for use as the substrate in energy storage devices, such as batteries and supercapacitors, as well as catalysts or supports for catalysts.

Despite of the promises offered by these materials, it has been a challenge to obtain comprehensive process—structure—property information for best optimizing their performance for potential applications, such as energy storage and conversion devices. In previous studies, characterization methods, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM), were used to analyze nanoporosity of stainless steel fabricated by liquid metal dealloying. However, the morphology analysis is mostly limited to imaging the surfaces and cross sections of the materials in two dimensions (2D). Focused ion beam-SEM (FIB-SEM) has been employed in an attempt at revealing the 3D character,28 but quantification of the structure remains elusive for this new class of materials. In addition to characterizing the final structure in 3D, revealing the morphology of the materials at the early dealloying stage could also lead to a better understanding of the dealloying mechanism. McCue et al. presented an in-depth analysis on the dealloying kinetics of another liquid metal dealloying system, Ti−Ta alloys immersed in molten Cu,33 utilizing 2D SEM cross sections to study the morphology. Geslin et al.34 studied the topological variation during liquid metal dealloying as a function of alloy composition with 2D and 3D simulation, with experimental results in 2D presented. However, 3D imaging of the dealloying front35 has yet to be presented in experiments. On the other hand, a wide range of 3D techniques have been used to characterize nanoporous metals fabricated by dealloying in aqueous solutions; many of the works have been done particularly on nanoporous gold, which is a classic example of dealloying by aqueous solutions. For instance, Fujita et al. and Rosner et al. independently carried out TEM tomography,36,37 Lilleodden et al. conducted FIB-SEM tomography,38 and Chen-Wiegart et al. conducted X-ray nanotomography;39 these 3D imaging techniques were applied to understand the 3D morphology of nanoporous gold, both as-dealloyed and during coarsening. More recently, Krekeler et al. have mapped the elemental distribution in nanoporous gold in 3D using TEM tomography; their results highlight the distribution of residual silver clusters in the nanoporous gold and their homogenization after annealing.40 Pfeiffer and Volkert et al. used atom probe tomography (APT) to study the local chemistry of nanoporous gold with subnanometer resolution; by filling the pores with electron-beam-induced deposition, they overcame the challenge that the APT is generally difficult to be applied to porous materials.41 These studies demonstrated that 3D characterization tools can bring insights into both understanding the mechanisms of the 3D morphological evolution and quantifying the final dealloyed structures in 3D.

Here, we aim to address this interest by conducting a systematic analysis of 3D morphological and chemical evolution during liquid metal dealloying process in np-ss, quantifying on critical 3D parameters. To achieve this aim, we first discuss the morphological heterogeneity at the dealloying front, corresponding to an early dealloying stage. Three-dimensional X-ray nanotomography results were compared with the simulation conducted by Geslin et al.,34 quantifying the ligament-size evolution near the dealloying front. Second, the 3D morphology of np-ss materials at a later dealloying stage was studied to address the process—structure—property relationship for potential applications. We quantify the influence of different dealloying conditions, including dealloying time, dealloying temperature, and precursor composition, on 3D morphological properties, including porosity, average pore size, tortuosity, pore size distribution, curvature, and interfacial shape, using synchrotron X-ray nanotomography. Tortuosity (τ) is an important parameter defined as the effective diffusion length divided by the straight distance, which is a key in determining the transport properties of materials. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) microscopy was also used to show the elemental distributions in the materials after dealloying. We compared the microstructural characteristics of the nanoporous metals fabricated by liquid metal dealloying to those of the structures fabricated by the more conventional aqueous solution dealloying. This liquid metal dealloying process is different from the more conventional dealloying method in terms of the dealloying agent—a metal is used to introduce the phase separation, instead of an acid or base aqueous solution; however, the resulting final structures display many similarities among these two approaches. Nevertheless, the samples made from these two dealloying methods still exhibit some morphological differences, particularly near the dealloying front. The higher temperature used in this process also tends to lead to larger pores and ligaments, lower tortuosity, as well as a porous gradient as quantified in this work. The nanoporous structure can ultimately be optimized to the desired application, by tailoring critical 3D morphological parameters.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Sample Preparation and SEM Characterization. First, pure Fe, Cr, and Ni (99.99%) were prepared into a precursor alloy by arc melting; the Fe−Cr−Ni alloy was cold-rolled to sheets with less than 100 μm thickness. The sheets were cut into rectangular shapes of 10 mm × 20 mm. The final composition of the precursors was (Fe0.8Cr0.2)xNi, where x = 30, 50, and 70% atomic ratio is the first controlled parameter. Under high-purity helium environment, pure Mg in a carbon crucible was heated to either 973 K (700 °C) or 1073 K (800 °C) as our second controlled parameter. The precursor was then immersed into the Mg metallic melt and dealloyed for 1, 5, or 10 min, which is the third controlled parameter. Mg gradually penetrates the precursors and removes Ni from the Fe−Cr phase, causing a dealloying of the original precursor; this phase separation process produces liquid Mg−Ni and solid Fe−Cr, a bicontinuous structure. Removing the precursor from the Mg bath and cooling it to room temperature results in a solid composite of Mg−Ni and Fe−Cr. As the Cr-bearing phase has a higher corrosion resistance, when immersed in nitric acid, the Ni−Mg phase is etched away and the Fe−Cr phase remains as a connected, sponge-like porous structure. After immersion in 3 M nitric acid, the ribbon sample completes its transformation from the precursor sheet into the final Fe−Cr bicontinuous nanoporous structures, which are studied in this work later. A schematic of the dealloying process is shown in Figure S1 (Supporting Information).

We note that the dealloying process does not require the high-temperature treatment and has been demonstrated to form a similar bicontinuous structure under lower-temperature conditions.42 In general terms, considering the case with binary precursor alloy A−B and metallic metal phase C (metallic melt), when mixing enthalpy is negative between liquid metal C and the miscible phase B, phase B will be dissolved into phase C, whereas other immiscible phase A with positive enthalpy remains and spontaneously forms a connected structure. The solidification of the liquid metal post-dealloying leads to the formation of a composite, with an A-rich phase and a B−C solid phase. After etching, the composite that contains the miscible phase (B) is then removed, and a nanoporous structure with enriched A phase is achieved.27,42

A total of 15 samples were prepared under different controlled conditions to cover the processing parameters of interest. All of the
samples studied in this work are listed in Table S1 (Supporting Information). The surfaces of the samples were examined by SEM. For X-ray nanotomography measurements, nanoporous Fe–Cr sample sheets were cut into a wedge shape with a tip of about 50 μm, sized to fit into the transmission X-ray microscopy field of view by razor blades and mounted onto a pin by epoxy. All 15 samples were measured by X-ray nanotomography to investigate the processing parameters of precursor composition, dealloying time, and dealloying temperature. For XRF analysis, the samples were directly fastened to the sample holder by applying a small quantity of adhesives at the corners.

In addition to thin samples, bulk samples were prepared to study the cross sections by SEM. The bulk samples were disk-shaped with 1 cm diameter and 1 mm thickness. The bulk samples were prepared by submerging the (Fe<sub>0.8</sub>Cr<sub>0.2</sub>)<sub>50</sub>Ni<sub>50</sub> precursor in the Mg melt and dealloying it at 973 K for 1, 5, and 10 min. A diamond saw was used to cut the sample in half. The cross sections of the samples were then polished and examined by SEM.

2.2. X-ray Microscopy Characterization. Synchrotron X-ray nanotomography measurements were conducted using transmission X-ray microscope beamline 32-ID-C at Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne).<sup>43</sup> A beam-shaping condenser<sup>44</sup> was used to illuminate the sample, and an objective zone plate with 60 nm outermost zone width was used to form an absorption contrast projection image in a charge-coupled device camera (with the sensor segmented into 2160 × 2560 pixels). To ensure that a sample stays within the X-ray field of view, an optical objective lens of either 10 times (10×) or 5 times (5×) magnification was used, which corresponds to a field of view of 26 × 31 μm<sup>2</sup> (10×) or 52 × 62 μm<sup>2</sup> (5×). For each sample under each dealloying condition, 1201 projections were collected over a 180° angular range, each of which was exposed for 2 s, with the angular step size of 0.15°.

Figure 1. Morphology evolution at the liquid metal dealloying front, from dealloying a (Fe<sub>0.8</sub>Cr<sub>0.2</sub>)<sub>50</sub>Ni<sub>50</sub> precursor for 1 min at 973 K. (a) Two-dimensional SEM images showing ligament-size and pore-size gradients along the dealloying direction. (b) An X-ray nanotomography reconstruction showing its 3D morphology. (c) Quantification of porosity evolution with dealloying depth. Pseudo-cross sections from X-ray nanotomography showing the dealloying front: parallel (d) and perpendicular (e) to the dealloying direction.
The sample was illuminated with a monochromatic X-ray beam of 7.12 kV.

Microbeam X-ray fluorescence (μ-XRF) imaging was conducted using submicron resolution X-ray spectroscopy (SRX) beamline at 5-ID, \(^{\text{32}}\) National Synchrotron Light Source II, Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). A beam focus of \(1 \times 1 \mu m^2\) was created by a set of Kirkpatrick–Baez focusing mirrors at the sample position. Two-dimensional XRF imaging was conducted by raster scanning the sample relative to the X-ray beam, with incident X-ray energy of 9 keV. At each scanning point on the sample, a fluorescence spectrum was recorded by a silicon drift detector with a dwell time for one point set to 0.3 s. The scanning step size between each point for coarse scanning was set to 2 or 4 \(\mu m\), and for fine scanning, 0.5 or 1 \(\mu m\), depending on studying the composition of local features or on larger areas. Scanning area was set to 160 \(\times\) 160 \(\mu m^2\) for 4 \(\mu m\) step size coarsening scanning and 40 \(\times\) 40 \(\mu m^2\) for 1 \(\mu m\) scanning.

The sample formed from the precursor, \((\text{Fe}_{0.8}\text{Cr}_{0.2})_{50}\text{Ni}_{50}\), dealloyed after 1 min at 973 K, was prepared with a FIb lift-out procedure\(^{33}\) to extract the dealloying front region. The sample was then imaged by a laboratory nanotomography instrument produced by Carl Zeiss, a ZEISS Xradia 810 Ultra. A total of 901 projects were collected with a 2 or 4 \(\mu m\) step size coarsening scanning.\(^{34}\) Isotropic voxel size was set to 0.3 s. The scanning step size between each point for coarse scanning was set to 2 or 4 \(\mu m\), and for fine scanning, 0.5 or 1 \(\mu m\), depending on the emission, account that the porosity of the materials, the attenuation length of the fluorescence spectrum was recorded by a silicon drift detector with a dwell time for one point set to 0.3 s. The scanning step size between each point for coarse scanning was set to 2 or 4 \(\mu m\), and for fine scanning, 0.5 or 1 \(\mu m\), depending on the surface of the sample into its bulk. This calculation takes into account that the porosity of the materials, the attenuation length of the X-rays in this material at a 9 keV X-ray energy, and the self-absorption of the emitted, fluorescent X-rays.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.1. Morphology of Nanoporous Stainless Steel at Dealloying Front

Both 2D cross-sectional SEM and 3D X-ray nanotomography were conducted to study the morphology of the np-ss at the dealloying front, corresponding to the early dealloying stage. A feature-size gradient and the dealloying direction can be observed in the cross-sectional SEM, as shown in Figure 1a. At the dealloying front, ligaments that elongate along the dealloying direction, roughly perpendicular to the dealloying interface, can be observed. Both phenomena, ligament-size and pore-size gradients and the elongation of ligaments at the dealloying front, shown in Figure 1b, were also observed in the solid–solid diffusion of the same steel materials system previously characterized by Wada et al.\(^{35}\) McCue et al. characterized another liquid metal dealloying system, Ti–Ta alloys immersed in molten Cu,\(^{36}\) and also reported a well-connected structure in the SEM analysis. However, this morphology at the dealloying front differs slightly in topology and morphology when compared with work done by Geslin et al.\(^{37}\) as discussed below.

Geslin et al.\(^{34}\) simulated the topological evolution near a dealloying front in a Ti–Ta–Cu system, with lamellar (2D) and filamentary (3D) morphologies similar to those observed here. However, in their work, these lamellar and filamentary structures were only observed at lower immiscible element concentration (25% for 2D and <25% for 3D). At a higher immiscible element concentration (>25%), they observed a well-connected, nonlamellar structure at the dealloying front in their simulation. In comparison, we still observed the filamentary structure in 3D with a relatively high immiscible phase (50 atom %) in the system. The elongation of the ligaments can be clearly observed in our results, nearly resembling the 'lamellar' structure, as shown in the 2D simulation. This difference may be attributed to the elemental differences in the studied systems. This also suggests that further simulation/theoretical work may still be required to fully understand the complex nature of the liquid metal dealloying. In particular, there is a need to addressing the dimensionality effects, which result in differences in the 2D and 3D morphologies near the dealloying front.

On the basis of the 3D reconstruction of the dealloying front, we characterized the porosity evolution along the dealloying depth, the displacement along the dealloying direction, which is shown in Figure 1c. We note that the dealloying front is not a flat surface experimentally, a character that it may have inherited from the surface flatness of the sample. At the dealloying front, the dealloyed region is mixed with the undealloyed region and therefore the porosity significantly varies with dealloying depth. As a result of simultaneous coarsening, the ligament size increased, whereas the porosity was not influenced, which resulted in a relative constant porosity at \(\sim 2000 \text{ nm}\) away from the dealloying front. However, the porosity still slightly increased in this dealloyed region, which can be explained as an unfinished dealloying process, and corresponds to the results shown in the next section. The porosity at the dealloyed region, further away from the dealloying front, is close to the result in the ribbon sample, which will be reported in the next section. We note that in both SEM and X-ray nanotomography reconstructions, a discontinuity between the tip of ligaments and the undealloyed region was observed. This may be attributed to a structural instability due to the high surface energy on the as-dealloyed interface and
a subsequent coarsening. This is consistent with the 2D SEM image presented by Wada et al.; however, it has not been reported previously. Pseudo-cross sections from the X-ray nanotomography showing the morphology of dealloying front are also presented, with Figure 1d showing the direction parallel to the dealloying direction and Figure 1e showing the direction perpendicular to the dealloying direction. The elongation of ligaments, which is a structure with lower tortuosity, is also beneficial for materials transportation through the porous structure. This has been previously demonstrated by artificially engineered battery electrodes. Here, a low-tortuosity structure can be dynamically formed during the self-organizing material synthesis.

Overall, the larger feature size, the ligament/pore size gradient, and the lamellar structure are characteristically different from the porous structures fabricated by aqueous

Figure 2. Three-dimensional reconstructions of np-ss samples and their quantitative analysis. Three-dimensional reconstructions of nanoporous stainless steel fabricated from (a) precursor (Fe0.8Cr0.2)1−xNi1x, x = 70, 50, and 30%, dealloyed for 1 min in 973 K Mg melt; (b) (Fe0.8Cr0.2)30Ni70 for 1, 5, and 10 min in 973 K Mg melt; (c) (Fe0.8Cr0.2)30Ni70, dealloyed for 1 min in 973 and 1073 K Mg melt. (d, e) Three-dimensional quantitative analyses of three different precursor compositions, (Fe0.8Cr0.2)1−xNi1x, x = 30, 50, and 70%, at fixed dealloying time (10 min) and temperature (973 K): (d) pore size distribution and (e) the normalized porosity, tortuosity, and average pore size.
dealloying. Compared to aqueous solution dealloying, liquid metal dealloying uses a process with higher temperature; the temperature needs to be higher than the melting temperature of the dealloying agent to create a molten metal bath. This leads to a faster simultaneous coarsening of the structure during the dealloying process. In aqueous dealloying, the porous structure is relatively homogeneous, and the ligament size before the heat treatment is around 3−20 nm, tunable to microns by additional heat treatment via isothermal annealing. For liquid metal dealloying, the size of ligament was in nanometer length scale at the dealloying front, as seen here, beyond the transmission X-ray microscopy resolution (30 nm). The simultaneous coarsening of the ligaments during the high-temperature dealloying leads to a larger size distribution (hundreds of nanometers to microns) and pore-size gradients along the dealloying direction. To alleviate coarsening among ligaments in the Ti−Ta−Cu system, McCue et al. added Ag and Bi into the Cu metallic melt to lower the dealloying temperature. In addition, solid-state interfacial dealloying, replacing metallic melt by a metal sheet, was demonstrated to fabricate the bicontinuous structure at a lower temperature and to control the ligament size down to 1 order of magnitude finer. The lamellar structure near the dealloying front is also a unique character of the liquid metal dealloying; similar structure has not yet been observed in aqueous solution dealloying. This may be because of the different kinetics processes, or the finer length scale in aqueous dealloying limits the ability to observe such structure at the dealloying front. This pore-size gradient observed in the np-ss prepared by liquid metal dealloying can be a material design feature and to be explored in future applications. In addition, future studies are required to fully understand the kinetics in the liquid metal dealloying process, including the influence of grain size, grain orientation, and acid temperature and type on the final porous structure.

In the following section, we discuss the process−structure−property relationship of samples that have been dealloyed sufficiently to resemble the well-connected, stable structure required for practical applications. The structure differs from the high-gradient, lamellar early dealloyed structure discussed here. The extent of the dealloying depth in 2D is 80 μm on one side, as shown in Figure S13 (Supporting Information), whereas the total thickness of the ribbon sample is around 100 μm. When the ribbon is immersed in the melt, dealloying will occur from both sides and the entire precursor will be dealloyed and experience coarsening. In coarsening, two processes, including surface smoothening and ligament pinch-off events, are involved, which leads to a relatively more random and isotropic structure at the dealloyed region.
compared to the dealloying front. The longer coarsening time leads to larger ligaments and less anisotropy.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Morphological Evolution from X-ray Nanotomography. The morphological evolution with precursor compositions, dealloying time, and dealloying temperature was studied. Figure 2a–c shows the 3D reconstructions from X-ray nanotomography of np-ss samples, fabricated from precursor $\text{(Fe}_{0.8}\text{Cr}_{0.2})_{1-x}\text{Ni}_x$, $x = 70, 50,$ and $30$ atom %, dealloyed $10$ min at $973$ K. The porosities ($p$) of the corresponding samples are $63.2, 34.6,$ and $15.9\%$. (d–f) ISDs of samples with precursor $\text{(Fe}_{0.8}\text{Cr}_{0.2})_{50}\text{Ni}_{50}$ dealloyed $1, 5,$ and $10$ min at $1073$ K. (g, h) Mean and Gaussian curvatures in the sample with $50\%$ Ni in precursor, dealloyed $1$ min at $1073$ K.

Figure 4. Shape analysis of nanoporous stainless steels. (a–c) Interfacial shape distributions (ISDs) of samples with precursor $\text{(Fe}_{0.8}\text{Cr}_{0.2})_{1-x}\text{Ni}_x$, $x = 70, 50,$ and $30$ atom %, dealloyed $10$ min at $973$ K. The porosities ($p$) of the corresponding samples are $63.2, 34.6,$ and $15.9\%$. (d–f) ISDs of samples with precursor $\text{(Fe}_{0.8}\text{Cr}_{0.2})_{50}\text{Ni}_{50}$ dealloyed $1, 5,$ and $10$ min at $1073$ K. (g, h) Mean and Gaussian curvatures in the sample with $50\%$ Ni in precursor, dealloyed $1$ min at $1073$ K.
with the porosity. Similar visualizations for the influence of dealloying time and temperature can be found in the Supporting Information.

Porosity, tortuosity, and average pore size were quantified as a function of processing conditions. First, the porosity evolution under each precursor composition, dealloying temperature, and dealloying time is summarized in Figure 3a. The theoretical maximum porosity can be calculated on the basis of the known volume fraction (vol %), density of Ni, and the fact that dealloying (Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2})_{1−x}Ni_{x} to form np-ss results in a phase transformation from FCC structure with a = 3.52 Å to BCC structure with a = 2.860 Å. A (Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2})_{50}Ni_{50} precursor will yield a final product, Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2} with a theoretical porosity of 67.9%, in contrast to 46.5% for the precursor (Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2})_{50}Ni_{50} and 25.1% for (Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2})_{70}Ni_{30}. The measured porosity values from X-ray tomography are generally consistent with the expected theoretical value, but are slightly lower than theoretical values. This can be explained as due to either an incomplete dealloying process, as discussed in the XRF quantification section below, or densification accompanied with the dealloying process. The porosity measured here has an implication on permeability, another important property determining the behavior of gas and liquid flow in porous structures, critical for many applications. For the same size of the ligament structures, permeability increases with porosity. Therefore, in analogy, to achieve a higher permeability in np-ss, a higher nickel concentration in the precursor can be considered.

A trend of porosity evolution with dealloying time can be observed in Figure 3a, where porosity decreases with dealloying time initially, but then increases. This may be attributed to three competing mechanisms: dealloying, coarsening, and densification. Dealloying is expected to increase porosity; coarsening is expected to increase ligament and/or pore size, but does not affect porosity; and densification is expected to reduce porosity and pore size, thereby increasing ligament size. The combination of these three mechanisms can therefore lead to a complex porosity variation.

Porosity and tortuosity, important parameters controlling materials transport in porous structure, are not independent. The quantitative relationship between porosity and tortuosity shown in this work can provide a guideline in this respect. The Bruggeman relation has been successfully applied in different porous structures and shows a good predictive ability of the relationship between porosity or volume fraction and tortuosity. Here, we compared different fitting models, including the Bruggeman model, generalized Bruggeman model, and a generic diffusion and transportation model. The generalized Bruggeman model shows the best fit in the np-ss, as shown in Figure 3c (see Figure S11 for the fitting results of the different models): \( \tau = \gamma e^{1/a} \), where \( \tau \) is the tortuosity and \( e \) is the porosity, and \( \gamma \) and \( a \) are morphology-dependent fitting parameters. \( \gamma \) and \( a \) were determined to be 0.88 and 1.39 for the np-ss samples, respectively. In nanoporous titanium (np-Ti) samples fabricated also by liquid metal dealloying, tortuosity values are between 1.2 and 1.8, which are close to the np-ss tortuosity presented here. It was shown that the Bruggeman relation fits well with the np-Ti samples, which are slightly different from the np-ss case, indicating differences in morphology. In nanoporous gold fabricated by electrochemical dealloying, the tortuosity in a 70% porosity sample is around 3, which is significantly higher than the tortuosity in the np-ss and np-Ti. The lower tortuosity in the liquid metal dealloyed samples indicates a porous structure that is less tortuous than the one fabricated by electrochemical dealloying. This indicates some intrinsic differences in morphology between these two types of structure.

3.3. Curvature Analysis. To further quantify the morphology of nanoporous stainless steel, we applied a curvature analysis based on interfacial shape distribution (ISD). An ISD reflects the probability of finding a patch on the interface with a given pair of maximum and minimum principal curvatures. By measuring the ISD of np-ss samples, we quantitatively represented the interfacial shape between the stainless steel ligaments and the pores (or the surface of the ligaments). Figure 4a−c shows the ISDs of samples dealloyed from different precursor compositions; it also corresponds to samples with different porosities. Furthermore, the principal curvatures can be converted to a different way of representing the shape of the surface: the mean curvature, \( H = (k_1 + k_2)/2 \), and the Gaussian curvature, \( K = k_1 k_2 \). The \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) divide the ISD into four quadrants: the surface patches with convex and concave shapes (\( K > 0 \)) correspond to the points in the first and third quadrants, respectively, whereas the saddle or elliptical shapes (\( K < 0 \)) locate in the second quadrant. The distribution falling on the \( k_1 = 0 \) and \( k_2 = 0 \) (white solid lines) represents patches on cylinder-shaped surface; the white dotted line refers to the zero mean curvature line, where \( k_1 = -k_2 \). We note that all of the curvature values here have been scaled with average ligament sizes so that the distributions solely depend on the interfacial shape and not on the size of the ligaments. The horizontal and vertical axes in the ISDs correspond to the minimum \( (k_1) \) and maximum principal curvatures \( (k_2) \), respectively.

As can be seen in Figure 4a,b, with 50 and 70% of Ni in the precursor, the ISDs of the resulting np-ss mostly fall in the second quadrants; small portion of the ISDs falls in the first quadrants, and very small portion falls in the third quadrants. This indicates that the saddle shape is the dominant shape in these porous stainless steels. First, these ISDs of np-ss are similar to the ISDs of the nanoporous Ti, also fabricated by the liquid metal dealloying. More interestingly, the ISDs of np-ss are also qualitatively similar to the ISDs of nanoporous gold, indicating that the shapes in these two types of samples are similar in nature.

Overall, there is a shift in the ISDs of np-ss toward the third quadrants when the porosity is decreasing in the np-ss samples. Noticeably, 30% Ni sample has a significantly different morphology, as represented by the ISD in Figure 4c. In comparison with Figure 4a,b, this ISD shows a higher probability density around the \( k_1 = 0 \) line and also in the third quadrant, which indicates an interfacial shape consisting of cylindrical shapes with concave ends, in addition to the saddle points. This morphological transition from 70 and 50% Ni samples to 30% Ni samples can also be observed visually in Figure 2a−c. Here, we observed an interfacial shape transition from a classic bicontinuous shape, which is dominated by saddle-shaped interfaces, toward a channel-like porous structure, due to the lowering of the porosity from 63.2 to 15.9%. This type of structure was not observed in nanoporous gold because the partition limit was determined to be \( \sim 40 \) atom % of Ag in the Ag−Au alloy.

The ISDs in Figure 4d−f then represent the ligament-pore interfacial shape with different dealloying times. The simultaneous coarsening and densification are expected to play a more
critical role in the morphological evolution of the np-ss than in the nanoporous gold. The different rates of ligament-size increase and curvature decreases as a result of coarsening and densification may influence the shape of the samples, represented by the ISDs. However, there is no significant ISD change between samples with different dealloying times. Nevertheless, the slight probability distribution change in the ISDs indicates that the morphological evolution of liquid metal dealloying did not progress completely in a self-similar manner.

3.4. Elemental Distribution and Residual Evolution Quantified by X-ray Fluorescence Microscopy. A representative result of element analysis based on XRF microscopy is shown in Figure 5. The distribution of the elements contained in the sample is shown in Figure 5a–c. The degree of compositional homogeneity can be quantified by plotting the correlation between elements, using quantities of elements at each pixel, that is, scanned position. The correlation figures for Cr versus Fe, Ni versus Fe, and Cr versus Ni are shown in Figure 5d–f, respectively. The quantities are close to zero and slightly negative Gaussian curvature values. Only at the tip of ligaments, the mean and Gaussian curvatures are positive.

Figure 5. (Fe_{0.8}Cr_{0.2})_{30}Ni_{70} dealloyed 1 min in 973 K Mg Melt. (a–c) Two-dimensional element maps of Fe, Cr, and Ni. Circled regions show locations where Ni and Fe–Cr alloy are not positively correlated, indicating heterogeneity. (d–f) Fe–Cr, Fe–Ni, and Cr–Ni correlations.

Figure 6. Residue Ni evolution with (a) dealloying time and (b) dealloying temperature.
estimated from the area of the peak in the XRF spectra corresponding to each element.

The Fe and Cr distributions in the sample are positively correlated with each other with a narrow distribution, as expected for the homogeneous stainless steel phase. The correlation between the residue element Ni with the main np-ss phase shows a wider distribution; Fe−Ni and Ni−Cr correlate not as well as Fe−Cr, indicating a slightly inhomogeneous Ni distribution. This is shown in the circled regions in Figure 5a−c. XRF microscopy was used to verify the homogeneity of the precursors (see further results in the Supporting Information), and this slight difference attributes to the dealloying process. Other samples present similar elemental distributions, showing the existence of the Fe−Cr phase as indicated by the consistent Fe−Cr linear correlation, with a small amount of Ni residue, showing little heterogeneity; after dealloying (Fe0.8Cr0.2)100Ni70 1 min under 973 K, the Ni concentration was 0.76 ± 0.07 atom %, as determined by EDX in SEM.

It is therefore of interest to analyze the amount of Ni residual in the samples. Figure 6a shows that the quantity of Ni evolves as a function of the dealloying time. The Ni-to-Fe ratio continues to decrease, which reflects the continuation of the dealloying process after 5 min. In the 70% Ni samples, the residual Ni concentration continues to diminish with longer dealloying time. However, in the 50% Ni samples, the Ni concentration remains constant after 5 min of dealloying. This indicates that the dealloying mechanism is no longer capable of causing further phase separation under these environmental conditions at the residual Ni concentration. However, this limiting value depends on dealloying condition. For example, when the temperature shifts, a different limiting residual Ni value may be reached, as shown in Figure 6b.

In np-ss prepared from a 50% Ni precursor, the limiting Ni residue value is further reduced for higher dealloying temperatures, here at 1073 K. It should be noted that a quantitative comparison of the elemental quantity in 70% Ni versus 50% Ni samples can be misleading due to the different amount of X-ray self-absorption. For instance, 50% samples have lower porosity and thus higher Fe−Cr density for a given sample volume; therefore, the Ni fluorescence signal has a higher probability to be absorbed by the Fe−Cr of the structure, resulting in an underestimated Ni quantity due to this self-absorption. Nevertheless, comparing elemental quantities for samples with the same precursor composition remains valid because they have similar porosities and self-absorption effects.

The residual elements can play a critical role in applications, where the functionalities are determined by the surface composition, such as catalysis. This can be used as a feature to design and tailor the material for specific catalytic properties. Similarly, elemental residuals were also discovered from the aqueous dealloying. Further analysis is required to truly establish the characteristics of these residual elements in samples fabricated by the liquid metal dealloying. Additional dealloying temperature also needs to be tested in the future to further understand the kinetics of the dealloying process and the simultaneous coarsening and density, all of which control the resulting 3D morphology, elemental residue, and therefore the properties of the porous materials.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the dealloying of (Fe0.8Cr0.2)1−xNi x alloy (x = 30, 50, and 70 atom %) by liquid metal dealloying, with Mg metallic melt. The 3D morphology at the dealloying front first characterized by X-ray nanotomography, showing elongated ligaments; the ligaments are approximately perpendicular to the dealloying front. This unique structure has not been observed in samples prepared by dealloying in an aqueous solution. The simultaneous coarsening also more pronouncedly affects the material morphology at this early dealloying stage, leading to pore-size and ligament-size gradients. Furthermore, the 3D morphology and elemental distribution of nanoporous stainless steels at a later dealloying stage were studied as a function of precursor compositions, dealloying time, and dealloying temperature. X-ray nanotomography provides a direct visualization of the complex, 3D bicontinuous structure. The critical 3D morphological parameters, including pore size distribution, tortuosity, porosity, average pore size, curvature, and interfacial shape, were quantified. Precursor composition was quantified to be the most direct controlling parameter in comparison with dealloying time and temperature, determining porous morphology. We also discussed the morphological differences between np-ss samples prepared by the liquid metal dealloying and nanoporous gold samples prepared by aqueous dealloying. Importantly, for the liquid metal dealloying, 3D morphological parameters are controlled by dealloying, coarsening, and densifications mechanisms, and the thickness of the samples will also influence morphological evolution with these mechanisms, developing pore-size and ligament-size gradients. The average pore size, porosity, and tortuosity correlate well with each other, where the generalized Bruggeman equation can be used to predict tortuosity from known porosity. Curvature analysis with ISDs quantitatively represents the shape of the np-ss, indicating a morphological transition from a classic bicontinuous structure to a channel-like porous structure, when the porosity in the sample decreases as controlled by the precursor composition. In addition, because coarsening and densification contribute to the porosity and size changes in samples with different dealloying times, the slight probability distribution change in their corresponding ISDs indicates that the morphological evolution of liquid metal dealloying did not progress completely in a self-similar manner, but the differences are only subtle. Fluorescence mapping results confirm the compositional evolution during the dealloying process and provide critical information on Ni residue quantification and elemental heterogeneity. Ni residue was found to lower with dealloying time until a limiting Ni concentration is reached. The majority of the samples were found to have a homogeneous Fe−Cr phase, proven by a direct positive correlation of these two elements, where Ni residues possess a slightly different spatial distribution. In the future, complementary porosity and pore size distribution by bulk methods, such as the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) method and/or mercury intrusion porosimetry, can be conducted and compared with the 3D nanotomography results. Additional work, particularly in situ measurements, can be conducted to further understand the role of dealloying and etching in determining the morphological evolution, dealloying front propagation, dealloying depth, as well as chemical compositions in liquid metal dealloying.
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